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THE PLASTIC CATCHER



The presence of plastics in seas and in 
watercourses in general is one of the scariest 
emergencies for environment nowadays: it 
is a phenomenon which risks getting out of 
control and which causes huge damages to 
ecosystems and to human health.

With its BYEplast, an innovative and 
revolutionary product, Starplast wants to 
contribute to the reduction of the spillage 
of plastic materials thanks to the use of this 
module which can be inserted in any plant or 
sewer line used on run-off   water, preventing 
the plastics to reach and be discharged into 
receiving waters.

STOP 
to plastics 
in our seas
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WHY USE IT
Most of the channeling systems for run-off rainwater do not have 
devices to retain plastic materials, thus causing their discharge on 
water courses and seas. 
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WHERE TO USE IT
The BYEplast device should be used along the sewer lines of white 
water which collect the run-off of roads and courtyards from rainwater. 
It is particularly indicated for the use upstream of lamination systems, 
run-off water depuration systems or spillways.
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HOW IT’S MADE
It is a perforated stainless steel basket with PE automatically closed 
gate.
The basket lies on steel slides for its correct positioning and an easy 
extraction.

A “PLUG&PLAY” 
DEVICE WHICH DOES NOT 
REQUIRE ANY START-UP 
OR SET-UP OPERATION 
FROM THE CUSTOMER.

DROP-DOWN LID TURRET

GUIDE PIPES

STAINLESS 
STEEL BASKET

SUPPORTING SADDLE 
(only in case of insert 
on modular tank)

CONVEYOR

CLOSING 
GATE

POSITIONING 
FLOAT
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APPLICATION
The BYEPlast device is usable in the following plants:

 - LAM .. lamination tanks

 - IPPA .. storage first rain plant

 - IPC .. continuous rain run off water treatment plant

 - DEC MB .. continuous run off water treatment plant
  with integrated by-pass

- White water sewage lines
- Spillways

BYEplast inserted in integrated plants on new white water sewage lines

BYEplast supplied as single system to install on white water sewage lines

BYE Y 550 MB

BYE Y 550 MXS
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Specification item

Key

Supply of PLASTIC CATCHER BYEPLAST “BYE...” type Starplast for the removal of plastics present in run-off waters of urbanized surfaces, 
composed of PE module (realized by rotational moulding) cylindrical in shape and horizontal or installed on vertical tank. Inside the module there 
is a stainless steel trap basket for plastics: it is easily removable and it slides on stainless steel guide  pipes with a PE automatically closed 
gate equipped with a float.
The module is equipped with an upper inspection chamber with opening 1200 x 550 mm with key locking lid. 
The BYEplast plant has the following dimensions:
- pipes in max ø 630  - total volume lt...  - L... x L... x h...

HOW IT WORKS
BYEplast is a device which prevents plastic material (bottles, cans, disposable gloves, etc) present on run off waters to reach and be 
discharged in watercourses or in the sea.
BYEplast can be inserted inside a continuous rain run off water treatment plant (sand trap and oil separation), so as a specific treatment in 
a separated tank before a lamination plant.
It is provided with an easily extractable stainless steel trap basket for plastics, extraction guide pipes and moulded supporting slide at the 
bottom.
The closure of the basket’s opening is automatic by means of a PE gate equipped with a float which indicates the positioning on the basis 
of the liquid level.

BYEplast just installed. The basket is still empty and the run off rainwater to treat is passing without obstacles.

BYEplast in function. Plastics and solid materials in suspension present in run off waters are caught inside the catching basket.

Full BYEplast. The material trapped inside the basket precludes the total and correct transition of water downstream, causing the raising of 
the liquid level upstream: it is then necessary the maintenance of the system through the substitution of the basket with an empty one and 
the consequent transport of the collected material to an appropriate authorized landfill.

1

2

3
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Dimensional data

Key

BYEplast device

Basket closure gate with float

Plastic trap basket

Inlet

Outlet

A

C

D

E

B

BYE Y 550 MXS 32177 125 256xx 50 55 210xx 40÷80 40÷80 x

model

cm

Ø extrusion 
guide pipes

mm

storage tank

Lu La hx x Lu La hx x
cm

basket

cm

inlet gate

La hx

BYE Y 550 MB 32180 210 234xx 55 55 210xx 50 80x

BYEplast inserted on run-off rainwater treatment plant

BYEplast for existing white water sewage line
or spillway 

TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

1

2
3

4

model modelicon icon

Inspection turret
TRM X 1200-50

1

Anti-intrusion grid
GRI Y 1200

2

Lu LuLa Lah hx xx x
cm cm

dimensions dimensions

80 120 50xx

77 110 40xx

ACCESSORIES

Suction pipe for cleaning the bottom of the tank

TUB Y 110PVC 110 250xØ

3

Still-pipe for level sensors insertion

TUB Y 63PE

4

63 150xØ
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BYEplast’s maintenance consists in verifying that the quantity 
of plastics present in the stainless steel trap basket does not 
obstruct its inlet. 
Therefore, the principal operations of maintenance are the 
following:

- Periodically check that no solid body obstructs the module’s  
  inlets and outlets

- Periodically check the integrity and the efficiency of the guide  
  pipes for the extraction of the basket

- Check that at the housing shaped bottom of the basket   
  there are no solid materials which impede its allignment (and  
  eventually remove them)

- Proceed with the extraction of the basket, its emptying and  
  the cleaning of the meshes via authorized company (and 
  clean the internal walls of the module with pressure jet).

MAINTENANCE AND PURGE
Following the installation, its maintenance can be made during 
the  regular activities of periodic checking.  

Planned maintenance agreement

It is possible to conclude an agreement of planned maintenance 
with a sectorial specialized company.
Contact our STARPLAST POINT or our local service centers.

The BYEplast system is equipped with still-pipes where you can insert sensors to verify the liquid levels inside the treatment plants upstream 
and downstream the BYEplast. Thanks to these alerts it is possible to determine the moment in which the basket must be emptied. 
The sensors’ alarm can be powered by solar panel and sent to remote control without installing appropriate electric or phone lines. 

REMOTE CONTROL

SOLAR PANEL

REPORTING PANEL

SENSOR INSIDE THE 
BYEplast SIM CARD REMOTE CONTROL ROOM
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Transportation shell “trap basket”

Accessory for mainteinance activity

- Removal of full trap basket
- Installation of a new basket
- Transportation of trap basket to the ecological island for disposal
- Inserting of an empty trap basket inside the shell for transportation

The system can be easily removed and transported to place for disposal of plastics by means of an appropriate PE shell. 
With its specialized centers, Starplast offers the Service of removal of full trap baskets along with relative intallation of an empty basket. 
The full trap basket is transported inside the appropriate shell to the disposing ecological island and then repositioned inside the shell, 
so that is ready for a new substitution. 

A new basket is extracted 
from the transportation shell 
(trap basket).

The BYEplast device present 
on the plant is removed.

1

2
2

A new empty basket is 
lowered inside the plant

The full basket is inserted into 
the shell and transported to 
the authorized landfill.

3

3
4

4

1

SEWER CLEANING

SEWER CLEANING
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